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Selborne wrote, 'it is clear that when no principle of
Imperial law or policy was involved, questions affecting
the whole country would be settled ... as they are settled
in Canada and Australia. Such a Parliament would beget,
what cannot exist without it, an informed public opinion
on South African affairs. It would bring into existence
a class of men throughout the country accustomed to
reflect on questions as they affected it in every part.'
Assuredly the solution of the question, What are to be the
future relations between the Europeans and the natives
of South Africa ? is one which requires the whole mind and
care of a United South Africa. c The situation is startling,
because it is without precedent. No reasoning man can
live in South Africa and doubt that the existence there
of a white community must, from first to last, depend upon
their success or failure in finding a right solution of the
coloured and native questions, or, in other words, upon the
wisdom they can show in determining the relative places
which the white, coloured, and native populations are
to fill.'
But if the Native question, from its intrinsic importance,
afforded the strongest argument in favour of South African
union, the more immediate questions of the tariff and
railway rates had more to do with its final triumph.
The questions of the tariff and of railway rates are closely
bound up together. For many years the inland States
were at the mercy of the Colonies possessing seaports
with regard to the duties on goods imported by sea.
From 1884 onwards the Cape Colony, and from 1886 Natal,
recognized the system of rebates of duties on goods entering
the Orange Free State and the Transvaal. In 1889 a
Customs Union was established between Cape Colony and
the Orange Free State. Basutoland entered this union in
1891 and the Bechuanaland Protectorate in 1893, In 1899
a new Convention was made, to which Natal became a
party; Southern Rhodesia also entering into an agreement

